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Across Clues

1. Something you cannot taste, touch, 
hear, smell or see - honesty or courage.
2. The given name of people, places, 
objects and events - James, Australia.
4. A question where an answer is not 
expected.
5. A phrase that shows the likeness 
between two things.
6. Describing words for a person, place or 
thing.
9. Names a person, animal, place or 
thing.

Down Clues

3. A doing word.
6. The repetition of the same sound at the beginning of 
words.
7. Words standing in place of a noun - I, she, we, us.
8. A word formed from the initial letters of other words - 
ANZAC.
10. Shortened word or words - it is and it's.
11. Words that add meaning to the verb on how, when, 
where or for how long something is happening. 
12. Joining words - and, because, so.
13. Words that are opposite in meaning - hot and cold.
14. Names of everyday things - chair, car, shoes.

Grammar Crossword * Abstract Noun

* Acronym

* Adjective

* Adverb

* Alliteration

* Antonym

* Common Noun

* Conjunctions

* Contraction

* Noun

* Pronoun

* Proper Noun

* Rhetorical Question

* Simile

* Verb































At-Home
Scavenger Hunt

Find your favourite book.

Find a picture of you and your family. 

Find your favourite toy or game.

Find something that makes you laugh.

Find something that you are proud of.

Find an object that is your favourite colour.

Find something to show your favourite school subject.

Find your favourite shirt.

Find your favourite pair of shoes.

Find something that starts with the �rst le�er of your last name.

Find something to show what you did over the holidays.

Find something to show your favourite sport.

Find something to show your favourite animal.

Find something to show your favourite thing to do on the weekends.

Find something to show your favourite movie.

As quickly and safely as you can, go �nd something in your home that matches 
each item below. Each time you �nd an item, check it o� the list. When you have 
found all of your items, bring them back to your workstation to show the class.  


